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Introduction

We don’t want to be spied on; what happens when we’re faced with an operating system that spies on people? We throw it in the trash where it belongs! I am boycotting the Raspberry Spy myself (you’re free to join me in doing so) but I don’t want people to waste hardware that they already have. So we’re going to walk through an interesting path of installing a different operating system on the Raspberry Spy; I want to show you a few things that will empower you to take greater control over your computing.

We’ll gently walk through and explore the following: how to install an operating system on an embedded device (a Raspberry Spy, in this case) over a USB-to-UART bridge (UTUB). This is the main project we’ve got on our hands. Don’t worry if you’ve never touched embedded systems before; everything here is accessible to people with a modest set of prerequisite knowledge and some basic apparatus.

We’ll delve into things with more depth as we move forward with our project; if you don’t understand something when you first encounter it, just keep reading.

2.1 Prerequisite Knowledge

There’s not much prerequisite knowledge required. Here’s what you need to know:

• A basic grasp of how to operate a shell on a GNU/Linux system. GNU Bash is an example. You don’t need to know
how to write shell scripts. Knowledge of how to use the
shell interactively will suffice.

That’s it. Really. Anything else you need you will pick
up on the way.

2.2 Apparatus

You will need the following apparatus:

• A Raspberry Spy. I’ve got the Raspberry Spy Model 3 B+
so that’s what I’ll be using in this project.

• A working internet connection.

• A USB thumb drive (used as boot media) for the Raspberry
Spy.¹

• A power supply for the Raspberry Spy.

• A USB-to-UART bridge (UTUB). I’ve got a CP2104 from Sil-
icon Labs; this is widely available and you can pick it
up from an online retailer. You want a module that has
all the necessary pins and peripherals already packaged
into one, neat, unit. I believe the specific module I
have is by WINGONEER.

• 3 female-to-female jump wires.

• A computer with any recent GNU/Linux installed on it. The
computer needs to have a working USB port.

• A generic microSD card reader/writer. I have an Anker
AR200.

It’s likely that you already have the apparatus to oper-
ate your Raspberry Spy. Just acquire the additional bits that
you don’t already have. The list here is just for complete-
ness.

Here’s some extra equipment that will make your life eas-
ier:

¹If you’ve got a Raspberry Spy that can only accept an SD card as
boot media, you don’t need to fret too much. The procedure is the
same; you just write the OS image to an SD card instead of a USB thumb
drive. Fixing quirks of SD card installations are, however, out of
scope of this project; you should refer to the relevant documentation,
IRC chats, and mailing lists. I will provide links to boot-media-
specific information, when we discuss boot media; this should give you
a starting point to troubleshoot issues.
2.2. APPARATUS

- When you’re dealing with electronics, you should heed the old idiom of “two is one and one is none”. Get spares of whatever you can, as a rule.

- A digital multimeter (DMM) with spare fuses for the multimeter. Being able to do some quality control (QC) before you hook up your UTUB to your hardware is going to give you peace of mind. Don’t skimp on the spare fuses for the DMM; it’s easy to forget how much current you’ve got flowing through a circuit and fry the DMM’s fuse by accident\(^2\).

- A 2M or longer USB extension cable. Male-to-female is what you want here. You plug in the male part to your computer and the female part is open for receiving the UTUB. This makes life a lot easier (and safer).

- Nitrile gloves. Helps keep you safe.

- Safety goggles. Again, doesn’t hurt to be careful.

You should now have everything you need to get started!

\(^2\)Real fuses were harmed during the making of this document.
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Fundamentals

Now that you know what you need to get started, let’s gently walk through an overview of the fundamental ideas and topics that we’ll be engaging and experimenting with.

The order of topics may seem strange at first but things should make sense as you move on.

3.1 Communication

If we want two computers to communicate, there needs to be some protocol that they both speak.

If we want two computers to communicate, there needs to be a physical medium over which they can communicate.

Almost all computers and their peripherals communicate over USB these days. But when it comes to getting into the nitty-gritty details, you will often find UART humbly serving the same purpose it has for decades of computing. Fortunately for us, almost every embedded system these days supports UART; this includes the Raspberry Spy.

We’ll be using our UTUB to install a new OS on our Raspberry Spy over a serial interface (UART). The program that we’ll be using to do this serial communication is `picocom(1)`.

Why bother with this anachronistic technology? Glad you asked! Once you know how to operate something like a UTUB and a program like `picocom(1)`, you can “break into” several
devices and modify them how you wish. Routers, motherboards, embedded systems, etc. all tend to have some sort of serial interface on them. Once you learn the basics, you are equipped to liberate yourself and gain more computing freedom.

But wait. Isn’t all this embedded stuff way too difficult and only for “experts”? HOGWASH! You can do it too. Don’t fall for the propaganda. You are perfectly capable of doing a bit of serial hacking to liberate your devices. You paid for them, after all. You should be able to do whatever you want with them (and you will). Onwards!

### 3.2 Kernel Ring Buffer

What on earth is a “kernel ring buffer” (KRB)? Ever heard of dmesg(1)? dmesg(1) is what you use to read the KRB. Not so scary now. Is it?

Why is the KRB important? Well: when you plug in (or out) a device, you can see the messages show up in the KRB. If you learn how to pay attention to the KRB, when you are working with hardware, you will become a lot better at trouble-shooting your own problems. Take strings you don’t understand and plop them into your favourite search engine; try the apropos(1) command as well.

As we progress with our project, we’ll see how to leverage dmesg(1) to our advantage. Learning proper use of dmesg(1) is an essential skill if you want to improve and maintain your computing freedom; dmesg(1) allows you to demystify the inner workings of your computer and get clues on how to fix problems yourself.

### 3.3 Drivers

Say you plug in your mouse or keyboard into your computer; or even plug them out. The software responsible for translating the physical signals from the mouse or keyboard, to the intermediary physical devices, to the more abstract layers of your operating system (like stuff you see on the screen) is called the kernel; this is the “Linux” part of GNU/Linux.

The kernel is the layer of software that sits between the
physical hardware and the more abstract levels of software that gives you an “operating system”. When you plug in or out your keyboard or mouse, the Kernel has programs which recognise those types of devices and then loads the appropriate software required to use those physical devices; such software are called “device drivers”.

All of the above is a bit vague. Let’s take a look at what this looks like in practice; I’m going to plug out and plug back in my mouse while staring at dmesg(1):

```bash
# dmesg --human --follow
...
[Feb19 17:26] usb 7-4: USB disconnect, device number 2
[ +25.036175] usb 7-4: new low-speed USB device number 4 using ohci-pci
[ +0.193047] usb 7-4: New USB device found, idVendor=0461, idProduct=4d81, bcdDevice= 2.00
[ +0.000006] usb 7-4: New USB device strings: Mfr=0, Product=2, SerialNumber=0
[ +0.000004] usb 7-4: Product: USB Optical Mouse
[ +0.007570] input: USB Optical Mouse as /devices/pci0000:00/0000:00:16.0/usb7/7-4/7-4:1.0/0
[ +0.000303] hid-generic 0003:0461:4D81.0005: input,hidraw3: USB HID v1.11 Mouse [USB Optical Mouse] on usb-0000:00:16.0-4/input0
```

We’ll briefly analyse this output and introduce a few important tools in the process.

The first thing to note is this string “using ohci-pci”. It’s time to bring in the Linux-specific tool modinfo(8); let’s take a look at what we’re dealing with:

```bash
$ modinfo ohci_pci
name:   ohci_pci
filename: (builtin)
softdep: pre: ehci_pci
license: GPL
```
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That output is quite self-explanatory. We see the name of the kernel module; we see that its a built-in kernel module (which means it's compiled into the kernel). "softdep" stands for soft dependency. We see that the license is GPL. We see the location in the kernel source tree this kernel module resides. And, finally, we see a short description of the kernel module.

I hope, at the point, you've realised that "kernel module" is synonymous with "driver". See? Not that complicated.

So what does this have to do with our USB mouse? Well: when it comes to interfaces, there's usually a few things that sit between your device and the userspace of your operating system. I'll leave it as a research project for you to figure out what "HCI", "OHCI", "EHCI", "PCI", etc. mean.

The next crucial bit of driver information here is the "hid-generic" part; find out what this kernel module does with modinfo(8).

The next thing I want you to do is have a look at the output of the Linux-specific tool lsmod(8); Note the column headers. grep(1) through the lsmod(8) output for the following strings:

• usbhid
• hid_generic
• hid

The "USB HID v1.11 Mouse" from our dmesg(1) output should give us a good idea of what's going on here. Don't know what "USB HID" means? Look it up. Find out what the above kernel modules do, from the stuff you've already learned so far.

Let's take a look at some sample lsmod(8) output:

```
$ cat <(lsmod | head -n 1) <(lsmod | grep hid)
Module Size Used by
```
3.4. OPERATING SYSTEMS

You’ve now got a bit of background knowledge to make sense of what’s going on when you plug things in and out of your GNU/Linux unit.

3.4 Operating Systems

We’re going to be a bit adventurous with our choice of OS to put on the Raspberry Spy. We’re going to go with NetBSD; this is a great OS for embedded systems and one you should be familiar with if you plan on doing any embedded work.

NetBSD is an OS with its own kernel and userspace. Thus, NetBSD runs the NetBSD kernel and NetBSD userspace utilities; this is in contrast to the Linux kernel and GNU userspace (GNU/Linux).¹

NetBSD is quite a beginner-friendly BSD because it has ample documentation; the fact that NetBSD has the primary focus of portability also means you can learn a great deal about portability from several perspectives.

A side note here. Avoid usage of package managers. They are bad for your freedom; to most people, package managers are entirely opaque systems that turns the computer operator into a mere consumer. Learn how to build your software from source code. This way you see all the dependencies².

¹Technically, there’s also different bootloaders to worry about but we’re going to ignore bootloaders for now as we have enough to deal with. It’s also very unfair to GNU to just call it “userspace”; GNU gave the world things like the GNU Compiler Collection and GNU Auto tools - things without which much of software today wouldn’t exist; there seems to be mass amnesia in the computing world around this, whether it be deliberate or not. And guess what? GNU was about freedom, first and foremost.

²i.e., how much junk the software you want to use depends on. It’s a great way to filter out bloatware. You will also be able to learn to spot “common denominator” programs software of a certain type depends on. Often, this will enable you to refine your criteria for a program in order to find exactly what you need - opposed to what you think you need (or what others make you think you need).
The opaque package manager is exactly how the Raspberry Spy Foundation smuggled in spyware into the Raspberry Spy. If you build all your programs from source code, you would be less vulnerable to these espionage tactics. You should be the operator of your computer, not a “user”. A “user” is effectively being “used” because they are treated like stupid consumers that get dictated to by other people. Don’t fall for this “user” trap. Be the operator of your computer; take back control; education is the true path to computing freedom.

Note that a lot of these operating systems we’re talking about follow some version of the POSIX specification (with varying degrees of compliance).

### 3.5 Special Files

It’s important to understand how special files relate to device drivers. What’s a special file? Glad you asked.

Let’s take a look at our friend dmesg(1) as we plug in our UTUB:

```bash
[Feb22 12:13] usb 7-1: new full-speed USB device number 3 using ohci-pci
[ +0.202882] usb 7-1: New USB device found, idVendor=10c4, idProduct=ea60, bcdDevice= 1.00
[ +0.000006] usb 7-1: New USB device strings: Mfr=1, Product=2, SerialNumber=3
[ +0.000003] usb 7-1: Product: CP2104 USB to UART Bridge Controller
[ +0.000003] usb 7-1: Manufacturer: Silicon Labs
[ +0.000003] usb 7-1: SerialNumber: 010C48B4
[ +0.024088] usbcore: registered new interface driver usbserial_generic
[ +0.000010] usbserial: USB Serial support registered for generic
```

However, don’t think you’re entirely immune, if you compile everything from source. Much has been infiltrated at the source code level.
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Bit of a mouthful. Let’s break it down into pieces that we can actually digest:

• Take a look at the Linux kernel modules usbcore, usbserial, and cp210x with modinfo(8). Not so scary now. Is it?

• Next, have a look at the line “usb 7-1: cp210x converter now attached to ttyUSB0”. You should understand all the lines leading up to this one; however, we need to do a bit of digging to find out what this whole “ttyUSB0” business is about. We’ll look into some other helpful things in the process.

Here we have a special file called ttyUSB0; So uh where is this file? Let’s see:

```bash
$ find / -name "ttyUSB0" 2> /dev/null
/dev/ttyUSB0
/sys/class/tty/ttyUSB0
/sys/devices/pci0000:00/0000:00:16.0/usb7/7-1/7-1:1.0/ttyUSB0
/sys/devices/pci0000:00/0000:00:16.0/usb7/7-1/7-1:1.0/ttyUSB0/tty/ttyUSB0
/sys/bus/usb-serial/devices/ttyUSB0
/sys/bus/usb-serial/drivers/cp210x/ttyUSB0
/sys/b0usb-serial/drivers/cp210x/ttyUSB0
```

The path we really want here is “/dev/ttyUSB0”\(^4\). Time to do a quick check:

\(^4\)The other paths are just as interesting. See Appendix B for details on the specifics.
The “c” in “crw-rw--” tells us that this is a character file. The “188, 0” tells us that the “major” and “minor” number, respectively, of this special “character file”. These files are created with mknod(1). The following can be a useful pointer, when you are lost:

```
$ ls -al /dev/ttyUSB0
wr-rw---- 1 root dialout 188, 0 Feb 22 12:13
  /dev/ttyUSB0
```

```
The “c” in “crw-rw--” tells us that this is a character file. The “188, 0” tells us that the “major” and “minor” number, respectively, of this special “character file”. These files are created with mknod(1). The following can be a useful pointer, when you are lost:
```

```
$ file --mime /dev/ttyUSB0
/dev/ttyUSB0: inode/chardevice; charset=binary
```

Good stuff. We’re getting somewhere. To find a full list of what these major and minor numbers refer to, we can have a look in the Linux kernel source tree:

```
$ less linux/Documentation/admin-guide/devices.txt
...
188 char  USB serial converters
  0 = /dev/ttyUSB0 First USB
      serial converter
  1 = /dev/ttyUSB1 Second USB
      serial converter
      ...
...
```

That’s that part demystified. Isn’t learning great? Now you know where to get the right numbers if you want to use mknod(1) manually on GNU/Linux systems\(^5\).

Now what does all of this mean? We essentially have “cp210x” which is a discrete Linux kernel module; this Linux kernel module is then “attached” to the special file ttyUSB0; it’s this special file ttyUSB0 that the program picocom(1) will be attached to, in order to perform serial communications.

\(^5\)A skill every GNU/Linux operator should have.
You can also see where the different parameters like “id-Vendor” and “idProduct” come from by taking a look at the appropriate path in the Linux kernel source tree:

```
$ find ./ -regex ".*cp210x.*"
./drivers/usb/serial/cp210x.c
$ less drivers/usb/serial/cp210x.c
...
  { USB_DEVICE(0x10C4, 0xEA60) }, /* Silicon Labs factory default */
...
```

On GNU/Linux systems, you should also take a look at the path /usr/share/misc/usb.ids:

```
$ less /usr/share/misc/usb.ids
...
10c4  Silicon Labs
...
ea60  CP210x UART Bridge
...
```

Now let’s have a look at what it looks like when we pull out our UTUB:

```
$ dmesg --human --follow
...
[Feb22 15:45] usb 7-1: USB disconnect, device number 3
[ +0.000384] cp210x ttyUSB0: cp210x converter now disconnected from ttyUSB0
[ +0.000164] cp210x 7-1:1.0: device disconnected
```

There you have it! You should understand what’s going on in that output, with your new knowledge of Linux kernel internals. Remember, tools like lsmod(8), modinfo(8), and dmesg(1) are the first things you should look at when you plug things in and out of your GNU/Linux box. This stuff is incredibly
simple, if you know where to look; now you know where to look! No need to be afraid.

Finally, we have the commands:

$ lscpi -k

and

$ lsusb -t

You now know enough to figure out yourself what you get from lscpi -k and lsusb -t\(^6\).

You now have a healthy dose of knowledge injected into your grey matter to enable you to handle special files on GNU/Linux systems\(^7\).

\(^6\)Don’t know what the options mean? RTFM.

\(^7\)Some of this special file handling knowledge applies to other POSIX-like operating systems as well, with minor details changed.
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Doing The Task

We’ve now covered enough ground to make the installation of NetBSD on our Raspberry Spy (over our UTUB) a relatively painless matter.

Let’s go through the process in little steps.

4.1 Preparing The Boot Media

I’m going to grab the appropriate NetBSD image by taking hints from the following:

- **NetBSD/evbarm on Raspberry Pi** tells us everything we need to know to pick the right image. All the sections here related to booting are worth reading at least once. Also read sections about consoles and serial consoles at least once.

- **Raspberry Pi boot modes** is useful if you want to dig deeper into the booting mechanisms of the Raspberry Spy. **USB mass storage boot** is particularly useful for booting off USB. Trust me, you don’t want to muck around with SD cards; they’re a nightmare.

- **NetBSD/evbarm** can be referenced for general information about NetBSD on ARM boards.

The above links should give you a good idea of what’s going on and what needs to be done with regards to putting a NetBSD on a boot media that goes into a Raspberry Spy.

Let’s go through a concrete example.
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My Raspberry Spy is of the model “3 B+” variety so I’m dealing with an ARM64 CPU architecture. We’ll follow along the instructions outlined in Installation procedure for NetBSD/evbarm; pay close attention to the section “NetBSD/evbarm subdirectory structure”; I follow these instructions as I explore Index of pub/NetBSD/NetBSD-9.1/evbarm-aarch64/.

I grab the appropriate image like so:

```
$ mkdir ~/Downloads/netbsd
$ cd ~/Downloads/minted
$ wget https://cdn.netbsd.org/pub/NetBSD/NetBSD-9.1/evbarm-aarch64/binary/gzimg/arm64.img.gz
```

Now that we’ve got the image, we can write it to our boot media. I’m going to assume you have an appropriate reader already plugged into your GNU/Linux box. I’ve got my USB thumb drive as “/dev/sdg” on my system. Use the right block device file on your system1. We base our procedure along the lines of “Installation for ARMv7 and AArch64 devices with U-Boot” section from Installation procedure for NetBSD/evbarm:

```
$ gzip --decompress --keep arm64.img.gz
# dd if=arm64.img of=/dev/sdg bs=1M conv=sync
   -> status=progress
$ lsblk -f | grep sdg
```

We’re going to ignore the minutiae of writing to block devices, bootloaders, and other adjacent topics related to the utilities we just used; that’s left for another time. We care about learning how to use a serial console in this project so we must stay focused on our primary target.

We’re going to have a look at how to make a serial install possible via some editing of the “cmdline.txt” file that now resides in the boot media (on the boot partition which is of type “vfat”):

1The command lsblk -f should help you out here. Don’t wipe the wrong device by accident.
### 4.1. PREPARING THE BOOT MEDIA

```bash
# mkdir /media/netbsd_image
# mount /dev/sdg1 /media/netbsd_image
# grep "console" < cmdline.txt
# root=ld0a console=fb
# grep "enable_uart" < config.txt
# enable_uart=1
```

The “console=fb” part is to get out OS image to use the HDMI output. We will get rid of that string from the file “cmdline.txt”. Who needs that anyway? One way to do it:

```bash
# ed cmdline.txt
21
,p
root=ld0a console=fb
1
root=ld0a console=fb
s/console=fb//
,p
root=ld0a
wq
11
# echo ",p" | ed cmdline.txt
11
root=ld0a
```

Remember to check your edits!

We also ensure that “enable_uart=1” is set in the file “config.txt”:

```bash
# echo ",p" | ed config.txt
82
arm_64bit=1
```

---

2 If you use another text editor, that’s fine. You really should learn ed(1) at some point though, especially if you want to get into embedded systems.
Everything looks good! Additional useful information on the Raspberry Spy UART can be found in UART configuration. Pretty self-explanatory. That wasn’t so hard. Was it?

Note that the following links document the files we’ve been messing around with:

- The Kernel Command Line
- config.txt

It’s a good idea to back up the state of your image, at this point. We can now safely unmount our boot media and get on with the project:

```
# cd ~
# umount /media/netbsd_image
```

We change directory, before we unmount, so that we don’t get any “device busy” errors.

We’ve now got our boot media ready. Onwards!

### 4.2 Connecting Physical Components

Before you power up your UTUB, you should really check that the pins are working properly. The very basic test you should do is to check that the right voltage is being supplied. Check out Appendix C.

The pins on our UTUB and Raspberry Spy that we’re interested are the following:

---

3At least keep track of the files that you tweaked. If you use some sort of version-control-system, you get bonus points.
4.2. CONNECTING PHYSICAL COMPONENTS

- Raspberry Spy: Pin6 (Ground), Pin8 (GPIO14, TXD), Pin10 (GPIO15, RXD). You can find the layout in the official GPIO page.

- UTUB: I’ve got a CP2104 UTUB so I’ve got to only worry about the pins marked TX, RX, and GND. I have other pins on the module but they’re not relevant for this task.

We won’t be using any of the voltage pins on the boards because it’s more prone to errors. Just use the USB power supply that comes with your Raspberry Spy.

Don’t plug anything into power for the following sequence. Connect the jump-wires like so:

- Ground on UTUB to Ground (Pin6) on Raspberry Spy.
- TX on UTUB to RX (Pin10) on Raspberry Spy.
- RX on UTUB to TX on (Pin8) Raspberry Spy.

Don’t make the rookie mistake of matching TX with TX and RX with RX; TX always goes to RX and RX always goes to TX. Keep this in mind, always, when working with UARTs. Colour-coding your jump-wires helps.

We’ll just go over the order of attaching the stuff to do with power on our devices:

- Attach the USB power adapter to the Raspberry Pi without plugging the adapter into the power outlet.
- Attach the UTUB to your GNU/Linux box.
- Attach your USB power adapter to your power outlet.

The logic for the above procedure is that you can ensure that your serial interface is up and running before you start getting input from your Raspberry Spy.
4.3 Using Picocom

Using picocom(1) is simple. All we need to do is select the correct baud rate and give the right device file as a parameter to picocom(1).

I'll give you an extract from the manual page to enlighten you:

In effect, picocom is not an "emulator" per-se. It is a simple program that opens, configures, manages a serial port (tty device) and its settings, and connects to it the terminal emulator you are, most likely, already using (the terminal window application, xterm, rxvt, system console, etc).

When picocom starts it opens the tty (serial port) given as its non-option argument. Unless the --noinit option is given, it configures the port to the settings specified by the option-arguments (or to some default settings), and sets it to "raw" mode. If --noinit is given, the initialization and configuration is skipped; the port is just opened. Following this, if standard input is a tty, picocom sets the tty to raw mode. Then it goes in a loop where it listens for input from stdin, or from the serial port. Input from the serial port is copied to the standard output while input from the standard input is copied to the serial port. Picocom also scans its input stream for a user-specified control character, called the escape character (being by default C-a). If the escape character is seen, then instead of sending it to the serial-device, the program enters "command mode" and waits for the next character (which is called the "function character"). Depending on the value of the function character, picocom performs one of the operations described in the COMMANDS section below.
4.3. **USING PICOCOM**

We use “C-a C-x” (Ctrl+a followed by Ctrl+x)\(^4\) to tell picocom(1) to exit; for more, RTFM; in particular, pay close attention to the “COMMANDS” section.

Make sure you’ve set up all the physical connections, as advised. It’s time to attach our UTUB to our GNU/Linux box and then make sure we invoke picocom(1) correctly:

```bash
# picocom --baud 115200 /dev/ttyUSB0
picocom v3.1

port is : /dev/ttyUSB0
flowcontrol : none
baudrate is : 115200
parity is : none
databits are : 8
stopbits are : 1
escape is : C-a
local echo is : no
noinit is : no
noreset is : no
hangup is : no
noconnect is : no
send_cmd is : sz -vv
receive_cmd is : rz -vv -E
imap is :
omap is :
emap is : crcrfl,delbs,
logfile is : none
initstring : none
exit_after is : not set
exit is : no

Type [C-a] [C-h] to see available commands
Terminal ready
```

\(^4\)I don’t know why the manual doesn’t bother to explicitly mention that these are GNU-Emacs-style key sequences.
It really is that simple. You’ve now got a serial terminal ready and listening.

### 4.4 OS Installation

Now that you’ve got a serial terminal operational, all we have to do to install NetBSD on the Raspberry Spy is to plug the USB power adapter into the power outlet. Keep a close eye on what goes on in the output of your serial terminal:

```plaintext
[ 7.4246937] root device:
[ 11.6252523] use one of: mue0 sd0[a-p] ddb halt reboot
[ 11.6252523] root device: sd0
[ 13.9755661] dump device (default sd0b):
[ 15.7257992] file system (default generic):
```

You should be prompted to pick a root device. I pick “sd0” as it’s the first ‘disk’ offered by NetBSD (which can only be my boot media)\(^5\). I go for the suggested defaults, for everything else. No need to overcomplicate things, at this point.

You will probably see your Raspberry Spy reboot once or twice during the OS install process. Just pass the same parameters for the boot device, and you should be good to go.

Eventually, you should be met with the following:

```plaintext
NetBSD/evbarm (arm64) (constty)
```

\(^5\)See the NetBSD sd(4) manpage for details.
If you login as “root”, you should have a nice login shell presented to you.

And we are done! You’ve successfully done some tinkering over a serial terminal. That wasn’t so hard. Was it? You can shutdown your device (halt the OS) like so:

```
# shutdown -p now
...
[ 910.5814809] The operating system has halted.
[ 910.5814809] Please press any key to reboot.
```

You can now disconnect the power supply from your Raspberry Spy. Then just send “C-a C-x” to picocom(1); after which, you should see:

```
...  
Terminating...
Thanks for using picocom
#
```

Welcome to the world of serial terminals; hack your heart out!
Chapter 5

Thanks

We’d like to take the opportunity to thank you, the reader. We believe everyone deserves a computing education; however, the topics of computing freedom and how computing affects our basic human rights are neglected in computing education today; at E2EOPS PRESS we strive to change this. Our goal is to inform, educate, and inspire. Computing is also a lot of fun! We want everyone to experience the joys of computing. We hope you enjoyed this issue of our periodical as much as we enjoyed bringing it to you!

Our work requires research, equipment, and infrastructure to deliver. We strive for the best quality in all we do. If you would like to support us, there are several ways you can do so. Any support we get from you enables us to bring you the best we possibly can.

We distribute all our periodicals via peer-to-peer technology. There are things we publish that some people don’t want out in the open. Thus, if you can contribute to the peer-to-peer sharing, you would be helping us out immensely!

If you would like to support us by making a cash donation, we have a Paypal account that you can send donations to:

- https://www.paypal.com/donate?hosted_button_id=B5VPZJBKLL2S6

For those that like to use QR codes, you can use the following QR code to donate to our Paypal:
If you’d like to donate in some other way, you can send an email to

donations@e2eops.io

and have a chat with us about it.

For encrypted communications, you can use the OpenPGP Key provided in chapter 6.

And, as always, happy hacking!
Chapter 6

OpenPGP Key

At E2EOPS PRESS, we take your privacy seriously. If you want to send us an encrypted message, you can do so with the following OpenPGP key:

```
-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
mQGNBF7MJNYBDACEcFa+NPfSOOUyIKqsdZdtlJEzCALz8KQmmqLjO/5BZZiCrGK8+
MYufBz6iiEqEJf7N0R6Kg/esyIEy35uYdiLr66fg/sEXHxk5eW/9Hanex/Igk9nmg
1+eGo1sk/MOHn7UNyqV9HkwjCPhlEUIjE/F0MJdz/xTN1HyfiuhmJ0Zbpl/D
oTcTssLTBBZb95QfuUIy1xI/1+xoe4V5axdYVGGCS18jAPqa+0PY6N2yiH1FArI
8D4cQKpP52Z9m65ALwSR06GBUEY6eY4qzfBVwPq7TA1spZWD3vPIFlcS1zL
NT4y6lxv9ge0S3G1XVZ/cThuVL3FbnzMFb0z8E4c19vyo9Tyx3KL7Cy/dwj
Nf+3tbgNQ7yR0MBwciyQno99MtrIF7+zJXZ7JCM80iYgTo4rBl9eczaGLZw10Jn
sybs31i0ZTfn5yQQA3q34jykKicJADF6qF6AVg9YB36qWz1nV+a+2BsteamuMLB
3JN4rzfim58d+/0AeAEABqQrgR254qTC4umVizWlyyA82ZxyQSoLYZ9Wwcy5p
bz6JAdEEXwEKAdsGwCMCHgECF4AFwCwk1BwIFQOwCAoCBBYCAwEWIQTffRt/mdsE
uRCt6QUPS1/u9Mq/wUCXypc8A2AQKCAUPS1/9Mq/xtpc/9nEcXwrB5e3W1o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-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
```
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Hyo3kdSRbdC2rd6RSSWlo/41gr8SXatlkpbnEyjkFGe2Nxls6qZAgA/lqKrSr9ti
7wARAOaBU6B8GBKCBGAmFiEEx4Ubf5nbBLK0k7eKF+ZV/TKv8FAI7JMNYCGw6F
CQPZCuAAGkK0DF+ZVP/TKv9XAwv9H90z5YUZalOCXixGcyrNynUQJbUfUp7K6wI
t9pevOH6tE8o1qb0/oEzLQG0lP8R8KUKhs1vn5M6DIxdCALzUX10f1ity3rTu
wEay0Vt86q8t1xax0+2/xmamy0ddZx4cITlgZJn413e9GuWv4N3TUVJZTDFA+mP
efD2H1Gj3AHLrNFeS6w4hYNNzexnom66gddRrcIBxWrgU2dARQx0QquF0t2zYS
dg0XV5aeaN01qUfHvn+tvyBKkrK8D/recaPcCXA5v9U0CQA6/EFdC9weJHD7J
nRrCwOGG7T71vY05+ryph/w8k6eZYUm3UdXYuPxaC6SL+E046DBP8CS5krhrZK
thZ0hll4ZyrX1v4v4BAb61MZB+i139AQpmvpuUfGufLhHErsgHrDcha0u
nxalljUxU5nqf1qj5A4h4TNMq9tGdf1pxRZqwp8T0Jc9uAm6wMuauiglXn+
BqF5XiFo1Xz90THhQyV04WztdEu7INB87rd7BEAC66Gfi3a9d6e5AMnn
XxXcBmg1gH44bmmKz3o2xurP6o3bmmv166cmfGAhNKj0oAvshGMDsT301Zb3
D/X9IrYTB/7suyY1G9rcxttLLMT4LycmcrCnTJSMThA1V2dSbmmrWcOOpqMT
Cbd0jUd50WzGosf1kp8t+Ef4v94j574waVwpGyd7w5o30Jknf0jDOLFdp6v9mM
Fxebc1Z6uRseL7L/XZJC4Z0TzhgsdgE4M1sKva0o+DTS3pu7+Dh+ORF9QTD9
zuMBpln3UBaieVVR8bF95qjgjGo2A8K590xGNJEHzj+BByekj0VNO5uMoplByMdZ
pO2LMmdqgIqIXntbSB8vOOGhu5fxW11xv4Kh5Bu0mLMS/8K2cdlfx066GqWzQ
/IM5ipKypjLgtkJ/9s+ulhQ+jllr3hmkCim+9u0923p3y7q9lW1bdsGEHDSS
Kcu+qWENMHhNwuY9ChO1hCwli/q5/mZTKX60/6RZRI0QbuxKx3C6Ge6a2ju
Q+p4zFp/x7G1aPRPrgQsStb1ikIBkWE0oBwYwqPvJ6f1mWVh8x1Zjxz/TcBRG
9FgpyeAFiNa4j/3kUmUmbKhn4bqWzKmbAssA6ZHC19u6/u60155e1ufc7kych
BHS6vJrQ4Au0K4ADvwa0ARAAB1OBGBBGcAmFIMEeEx4Ubf5nbBLK0k7eKF+Z
VP/TKv8FAI77rd7CYgACQOH4MAAcGkQDF+ZVP/TKv9Fgwqg+P29qu7USO5faUVN4
I52G65v8ew4aKY16ts3XIUL3mqbH3KoSbIT+YKuqoVRcGrEVD0A8+B3Jxar
BFyfYq42zPn5o7NQ5T65WbWhzlMfuoInGb918/v0mw50DrOjFeKc7TRQ4Jwff
0i3QKvClyCFcU36axa84FUYxTvAY45pT5WagP6tVUByp8BR12Ktv31THHqcw1zec
Mr/mexFDcaGB7uULzryXkzPP5FgaW4339eqb7lMtpskKQPMm92lyYdf/1c bbw
7iaMA1ry4Y7QzqkuIVGMUkTa/1WkJ54aC64S93NVDizErWMamv9TG/ceull
EPnurXTesrhy2phaHHnx1nqUOzocrclvdvY0Be6fMQY7tft8X6GQocm1jk2acr
hWc1CM5CserTWcftrV0C4AkU68B1rAAMODxwvujU586eev1MdbqVm7e0eeVGDm1
/+5SOP/oK6MEKASy8Z2P8A/31MLYz+SBOUSD0AJ8RZEhkh
=jMtx

-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Appendix A

Malicious Hardware

While doing research for this issue, I often ran into USB-to-UART bridges of the “FTDI” variety. Upon further digging, an ugly bit of history surfaced. The FTDI modules have a reputation for sabotaging people’s hardware.

Sadly, we live in a world where this sort of thing is the norm. Pay close attention to the products you buy. You need to practice vigilance in order to defend your computing freedom. Remember, you have control over your wallet. Don’t support malicious actors, if you have the choice (in this case you almost certainly do).
Appendix B

Linux Kernel Source Tree Analysis

The directory trees rooted at /sys and /proc are mapping of Linux kernel data structures and interfaces; you can read up on these in the Linux kernel source tree from:

• linux/Documentation/filesystems/sysfs.rst
• linux/Documentation/filesystems/proc.rst

You don’t have a local, up-to-date, copy of the Linux kernel source tree? You really should. Note that some of this documentation is hilariously out-of-date; use the git log on a file to see the last time parts of a file was given an update:

$ git log -p filename

This should give you what you need. Since the Linux kernel is developed with Git, it pays dividends to learn at least the fundamentals of Git.

It’s a frequent occurrence that people ask me how to make sense of the Linux kernel. You need the following prerequisites:

• A familiarity with the C programming language. The syntax is easy to pick up for most people because a lot of the popular programming languages in use today are based
on C. Most operating systems today are written in C; the same goes for embedded systems. If you don’t have a good grasp of C, you can kiss any hopes on working on this stuff goodbye. C is not as hard as people make it out to be; just look at real code and don’t waste your time on point-less exercises. Start with the smallest real-world programs you can find - like echo(1); once you get the simple stuff, get more ambitious and look at more complicated things. The following resource is also invaluable to the novice C programmer: C reference.

- To make sense of other people’s C code (particularly spaghetti), you need a good source code tagging system. I recommend GNU Global because it works well on most Bourne Shells. Using GNU Global will enable you to look up definitions for things like functions and structs in C code easily.

- You need to learn GNU Autotools to automate the workflow of building makefiles and such. The old “./configure && make && make install” ritual stems from GNU Autotools. Learn it and embrace it. You can build truly portable software once you learn the fundamentals of GNU Autotools. You won’t understand head nor tail of embedded programming with the Linux kernel (and several other things) unless you have a grasp on the rudiments of GNU Autotools.

- Whether you like it or not, Git is an essential part of Linux kernel development. Without a firm grasp of Git fundamentals, you won’t get anywhere. While you’re at it, you should look into the standalone utilities GNU diff and GNU patch; Git is essentially an abstraction on top of these tools.

You should now have enough pointers to begin acquiring knowledge about how to make sense of the Linux kernel (and a whole lot of other things). The aforementioned prerequisites abstract to OS and embedded development and being an effective operator of your computer. These are the tools you really need to know to get anywhere.

All of this stuff applies to several other things. Once you start learning them, you’ll see what I mean. It really isn’t a lot to take in. Knowledge of this stuff will last you a lifetime. Don’t fall for the IDE X or framework Y bull-shit; those are moving targets and are deliberately broken
to keep people reliant on the dictators for “support”. Educate yourself; it’s the only path to computing freedom. Become an operator; don’t be a mindless consumer.
Appendix C

Digital Multimeter Tests

As always, follow the instructions in the manual of your Digital Multimeter (DMM). RTFM extra carefully, otherwise you end up with magic smoke (why you were recommended spares).

There really are only two simple things you need to test on your UTUB:

• Voltage coming out of the UTUB TX and RX pins.
• Current from the TX and RX pins.

There’s not really much more to be said here. The one bit of general advice is to use a breadboard and some jump wires, if you have access to one; crocodile clip test leads for your DMM also make life easier. Basically, try making sure you don’t short circuit your UTUB by having DMM test leads too close to each other.

Make sure the test leads are plugged into the appropriate terminals of your DMM. Always make sure the fuse of a DMM terminal is sufficient for what you’re measuring.

You can find GPIO voltage specifications of the Raspberry Spy in the official GPIO guide. Make sure you cross-check with the right CPU model’s datasheet.

You may end up needing to buy some resistors to get the right voltage and current. You can find background infor-
mation useful to the novice hardware hacker from the excellent Sparkfun tutorial on pull-up resistors; follow the appropriate links to fill out gaps in your knowledge. However, most UTUBs are usable out-of-the-box (OOTB) so you shouldn’t really have much issue here. But it doesn’t hurt (unless you zap yourself) to get a bit of electronics background knowledge since you’re playing around with wires and electricity!
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